Digitalization in German family firms – some preliminary insights

Abstract
Currently, digitalization is a key topic among firms. This paper addresses this topic in the case of German family firms. German family firms have been internationally recognized already for a long time to be at the same time very innovative but also acting very secretly. Therefore it is not surprising that prior literature on this topic is between scarce to inexistent even though literature on digitalization and SME’s in general is widespread. The key question addressed in this paper is how German family firms try to face the challenge of the digital transformation. To provide some suggestions, we relate in an explorative and theorizing essay current evidence from literature on digitalization to key characteristics of German family firms and to insights we have gained in our personal relations to German family firms and their networks. We find indications that the digital transformation touches the heart of those firms as in the light of the new technological opportunities, key values such as innovation, secrecy, specialization on a niche and customer orientation might be in need to be redefined. As a result, starting from the German case we outline challenges and opportunities for family firms that might go far beyond the German case and point to fruitful areas for future research on family firms.
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1. Introduction

Family businesses are the backbone not only in the DACH region\(^1\) (Simon 2007, 40) but in the economies of many European countries (European Commission 2016). The economic importance of these companies is undisputed: in 2016, family-controlled companies compared to all active non-public companies accounted for 91%; furthermore, they were responsible for a share in total employment in the private sector of 57% and a share in total turnover of 55% (Stiftung Familienunternehmen 2017, 2).

Taking family firms in a German context as an object of scrutiny is particularly interesting because the cultural background of Germany is well-known to stand for two aspects that are at the one end of two extremes: secrecy and dedication (e.g. Grottke et al. 2016a). Such values seem well to contrast with attributes such as transparency and flexibility that are commonly attributed to the Anglo-Saxon area (e.g. Gray 1988; Nobes 1998). Such values have led to the corresponding and internationally well-known description of the most salient German family firms as ‘hidden champions’ (Simon 2007) where the first word is a consequence of secrecy while the second is a derivative of dedication.

At the moment digitalization has become a buzzword in Germany. Digitalization can be understood in two ways: One way describes the technical process of converting analog signals into a digital form (Legner et al. 2017). This is accompanied by a dematerialization of information, a separation which decouples information from its physical carriers and allows for their digital storage. The second way in which this term is used consists in the multifaceted way in which socio-technical phenomena and the process of adopting and using digital technologies take place in another individual, organizational and social context (Legner et al. 2017). Hardly

---

\(^1\) The DACH region includes Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
any company in this country (and probably worldwide) can ignore the fact that at the moment all businesses are going through a digital transformation of their own business models. This also applies to family businesses.

In this paper, we present some insights with respect to central dimensions of the digital transformation and of the use of digital technologies from the perspective of family businesses. We do this by taking the characteristic features as well as the special opportunities offered to and risks to be faced by German family businesses in general as a starting point to develop a theoretical model that allows for identifying factors, that are widely discussed during the digital transformation. Given the strategic importance and the characteristics of German family firms to be hidden, in contrast to general literature on digitalization (e.g. Grottke and Boll 2018; Demary et al. 2016 among others), literature as well as empirical evidence on this topic is very scarce. The paper relies therefore on three sources: our own studies (e.g. Grottke and Boll 2018), digitalization cases in general that stem from family firms (Purs-Pardigol and Kehren 2018; Lichtner and Kinkel 2018) and our personal numerous anecdotal evidences from managers and owners of family firms that we have accumulated during the last years. From this material we extract what can be related to the specific characteristics of family firms, neglect what is not specific for digitalization in particularly family firms and theorize why certain elements of the digital transformation might fundamentally change the way in which German family firms carry out their business.

Our contribution in this respect is twofold. Theoretically our paper offers some indications that German family firms will take a different route through digitalization than other firms which might be interesting for family firms and other firms alike. Practical implications of our paper might be seen in the implications which - if they are correct - can help mid-size family
businesses to face the rapid and extreme changes that arise with the digital transformation. While we recognize that due to the peculiarities of each family firm each firm will have to find its own way, we hope thus to assist to a certain degree by inspiring decision makers in those family firms.

The remainder of this paper unfolds as follows: First of all, the specific features of already existing German family businesses are discussed, by making reference to their quantitative and qualitative characteristics and by deriving a theoretical framework for family firms from those characteristics. Based on this framework, we outline why dealing with the digital transformation for family businesses is different from discussing digital transformation for startups and provide an overview which aspects of the digital transformation might be related to the framework and in which direction they change the framework. Then changes occurring with respect to six dimensions of digitalization are discussed that offer a relationship to family businesses: agile collaboration, expedient entrepreneurial family organization, spinnovation, digital branding and digital production in family businesses, and networking and collaboration between family businesses. A short summary and an outlook on future research opportunities arising from the preliminary insights of this paper conclude.

2. Characteristics of family businesses and German family businesses

When introducing characteristics of a family business, two starting points can be offered. One starting point might be to take recourse to the fact that family businesses can be described by their differencia specifica, that is, their characteristic that a family is behind the company and that the firm can be significantly influenced by this family (Wittener Institut für Familienunternehmen 2018). Quantitatively, a significant influence requires a minimum of an equity investment held by the family which exceeds 25% (Cravotta 2013, 37-38). What is not
necessary is an owner-manager. The decisive influence can be exercised also by the supervisory body (supervisory board or advisory board) (Cravotta 2013, 61-62; Wittener Institut für Familienunternehmen 2018). In consequence, family businesses can be managed by salaried managers, too (Cravotta 2010, 1; Cravotta 2013, 18; Cravotta 2014, 5).

Following qualitative characterizations of family businesses that can commonly be found in the literature, e.g. in Becker et al. (2008), Cravotta (2013), Hiebl (2012), Schlippe et al. (2008) and many others, three derivatives of family businesses can be identified. On the one hand, the family tends to transfer a more human, more informal and therefore more flexible element to the company. On the other hand, a family usually operates a company not only for economic purposes, but also for content-related reasons or the vision of a given owner. As a result, we typically find that family businesses maintain close relationships with customers whose problems are resolved accurately. Third, unlike a capital market-oriented firm, a family cannot easily raise equity as equity is limited more or less to the amount available from family members. This involves that the family firm tends to be less capital intensive than large corporations.

When we ask for the specifically German aspect in family firms three aspects stand out. First, the German business culture has been characterized by a tendency towards content related obsession or dedication that takes a focus on the long-term effect and corrects and optimizes issues even then when this might have negative consequences in a short-term perspective (Ahrens 1997). Second, there is a ubiquitous tendency of German ("hidden") family firms to secrecy (Grottke et al. 2016a). Third, there is a culture of competition and performance in business that understands businesses as a successful discovery procedure of better products,
services and procedures and that therefore is very innovative but at the same time draws strong frontiers between a firm and those that are outside the firm (Grottke 2011).

Together the characteristics of family firms and the German context explain the worldwide known German family firms that have been characterized as "hidden champions" and it explains why those very successful German family firms have certain criteria in common: an obsession, shared with like-minded employees, focusing, setting standards, and customer orientation (Simon 2007).

The theoretical framework which emerges from all the aforementioned aspects is outlined in the following picture, in which the framework puts the aforesaid in a nutshell and demonstrates how German culture and family firm characteristics interact with and complement each other.

**Figure 1.** Theoretical Framework of the characteristics of German family firms
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Source: own illustration.
3. Special challenges of digitalization for German family businesses

Why does digitalization involve specific challenges for German family businesses? This can be quickly understood by analyzing how main changes in digitalization can be related to the characteristics of German family businesses.

One challenge for family firms in general consists in the fact that the geographical and temporal independence which arises from virtual reality data can partially contrast with the limited resources and regional roots that lead to a forced focus of family businesses. For example, a family business which is involved in digital brand management will hardly diffuse new products by investing billions in order to flood the entire virtual space with information on their new products taking into account cultural peculiarities of all regions in the world from which inquiries about their own product now start to be requested in the virtual space. This does also set a challenge based on the so-called innovator's dilemma of disruptive innovations (Christensen 1997). It becomes increasingly clear that even today's world market leaders with brilliant products may be threatened by new, seemingly harmless, technologically and initially far inferior products. Examples are numerous: the Nikon camera of photos that was largely replaced by the smartphone, the metronome that was replaced by the Metronom-App, the physical key that is increasingly replaced by a kind of QR code. And so eventually whole industries and traditional companies disappear – a real danger, in particular for highly specialized family businesses, which are naturally forced to focus.

Another challenge consists often in the hierarchical structure of family businesses. Such firms have often a boss at the top, which characterizes the company through its charisma. This together with the ubiquitous tendency of (“hidden”) family firms to secrecy (Grottke et al. 2016a) stands in stark contrast to the extensive and steadily increasing digital traces that lead
to information overload for individuals and transparency of individual mistakes on the one hand and the increasing volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity on the other hand, that rather than individual decisions force to delegate decision making and to empower employees to take the best decisions.

A further challenge is that, in turn, digitalization puts new levels of human-machine automation at work, which makes many of today's jobs superfluous. Additive procedures such as rapid manufacturing and "mass customization" indicate that niches that were traditionally occupied by family businesses could in future also be filled by financially strong large companies.

Finally, comprehensive networking means that changes, both positive and negative, spread faster and that individual companies are barely able to operate in isolation from the digital world and from other companies. This is something which contrasts with the intention of many entrepreneurs in family businesses which is to be free from dependencies to act based on the own free will. In other words, typical characteristics of German family firms are under attack from different aspects of digitalization.

Figure 2. Theoretical Framework of the challenges for German family firms arising from digitalization

Source: own illustration
How and why do family firms react or are recommended to react exactly in the way to those challenges as it can be observed in practice in Germany at the moment? In the following we provide an answer to this question. To this purpose, we group our empirical observations around six dimensions and theorize why German family firms experiment with exactly those changes.

4. Dimensions of the reactions to digitalization by German family businesses

How could family businesses react to these changes? To understand why this question is in need to be answered with a specific focus on the peculiarities of family firms it is necessary to carve out first why traditional family businesses in Europe, especially in Germany, cannot be equated with the startups in the Silicon Valley.

The key difference to startups consists in family businesses having been knowing their market for decades or even centuries (e.g. Simon 2007). Thus, they have a not inconsiderable wealth of experience on the one hand, which allows them to avoid unmanageable strategic options right from the beginning and to save much time and money that otherwise would be wasted in unnecessary trials. Conversely, startups in the Silicon Valley can accumulate capital resources that allow them to establish themselves quickly. By making use of a marketing budget that amounts to a multiple of the annual revenue, a company can rapidly become known in the virtual space all over the world and learn from its customers e.g. by making use of the measure-build-learn-concept of the lean startup approach (Ries 2011; Cravotta et al. 2018a). But what can be a sensible way of dealing with digitalization of family firms? Robert Obermaier from the University of Passau, one of the leading German researchers on Industry 4.0 and digitalization, pragmatically took this as follows: Family businesses need to ask themselves which strategic decisions made today could increase the potential for new future decisions...
(Obermaier 2018). Below we discuss some interesting aspects in key dimensions of which we believe that they might have such a potential.

4.1. Dimension agility and German family businesses

One way that is discussed for increasing the productivity, adaptivity and pace of the highly human capital-oriented family firms in an age of digitalization consists in making use of the principles of agile organizations. This is a way which for example the German consulting firm Kyona proposes as a particularly suitable solution for family firms (Borg and Hill 2018). The basic idea is that the hierarchical structures of German family firms are too slow for a highly dynamically developing world. However, one could argue against this solution that hierarchies allowed for the dedication to a concrete idea which is typical for German family firms as hierarchy permits to be focused consistently across the family firm. Therefore, it is indispensable to decentralize. For this reason, the company management needs to replace concrete goals with a blurred vision; instead of a rigid planning, an increasingly adaptive roadmap takes into account already existing and in real time accruing experiences. Instead of personal communication, topic-related communication is preferred. Indeed, an agile family business gets rid of many problems such as the exploding email accounts of executives in family businesses. At the same time, however, dedication of the owner to his vision needs to be replaced by dedication to the vision of the owner of the employees. The digitalization project of the German family firm Rieber which reunited his employees around his vision to develop a way to verify the durability and health quality of food during an entire supply chain at a very low price is a case in point (Purps-Pardigol and Kehren 2018).

Moreover, agile organizations ensure that decisions can be made quickly and flexibly through their decentralization of decisions and through their empowering employees to make decisions.
It also ensures that all talents and abilities are used by individuals, not just those provided in the job description. Imagine an employee to be comparable to cookie jar filled with various gemstones under a thin layer of grey stones. From this viewpoint it seems to be pure waste if the employee prefers to make use of his gems in the small animal breeder club or elsewhere but not at work, just because the family owner has only the grey stones in view.

Greater freedom for employees also ensures that market results are quickly absorbed by employees that act as sensors at the market. And the approach is particularly suited to raise the potential of ideas arising from interdisciplinary interaction and work.

The approach of agile organizations is not as alien as it might seem at first to family businesses. It has always been the case that in family-owned businesses humanity and informal communication have quickly transported the knowledge of employees through the hierarchy. The aspect which is new consists in avoiding the hierarchic structure and in the owner-manager changing from deciding to empowering decisions of the employees.

Furthermore, the hidden champions among family businesses have always been obsessed with a vision rather than with rigid planning. In this respect, changes to an agile organization should not be a disruptive innovation at all, but rather a natural development of existing ones, avoiding overburdening the entrepreneurial family and the executives. One risk of this organization might consist in the fact that in an agile organization, employees become much more important and less replaceable than before. However, at least good family firms are commonly known to suffer very little fluctuation within their work force. As we would expect the approach seems to spread empirically among family firms. In the study by Lichtner and Kinkel (2018), half of the 193 surveyed family businesses already use this approach.
4.2. Dimension expedient entrepreneurial family organization

Since in a family business the peculiarity compared to other forms of business consists in the influence of the owner family which normally gives a family business a special economic stability, the question arises what might happen when digitalization leads to the occurrence of a VUCA world. One important aspect is that the owner family must always remain able to act and to make well-informed decisions. Therefore, the owner family (and not just the family business) needs to organize itself in a way so that it can meet the challenges of digitalization. Haftlmeier-Seiffert and Cravotta (2018) in their empirical analysis of German family firms speak here of the requirement of an expedient entrepreneurial family organization that follows the so-called Chameleon Model.

This model shows that different forms of organization are latent in entrepreneurial families. These are used flexibly, depending on what is expedient in order to arrive at decisions that are quickly viable; that is, the entrepreneurial family organization changes its explicit organizational form like a chameleon that changes its color. Exactly this property is just as helpful to transport not only the organizational form, but also the knowledge necessary to solve business challenges. Our experience from interviews with well-known German family entrepreneurs showed exactly this. For example, members of the entrepreneurial family who are scattered around the world feel often a need to transfer novel knowledge considered to be relevant to decision makers and outside family business managers to ensure that the decision makers in a family business are always well-informed about the challenges that are relevant to it. Such networks which can comprise up to hundreds of people in influential and informed positions can make a difference to the quality of decisions taken in the family firm.
4.3. Dimension permanent spinnovation

Being limited in the resources family businesses had always to concentrate, to focus and to specialize. In an era of digitalization, however, disruptive innovations start to occur at a beforehand unknown pace. How this continuing focus on specialization as a hidden champion can be transferred to the age of digitalization is demonstrated by Venter and Friedrich (2017). The goal of the authors is to escape from the currently ubiquitously prevailing price competition. The means they propose in this context consist of a trias of a specialization in a complex problem on the one hand, innovation on the other hand, and, finally, a bottleneck or compulsory requirement of a group in need of the solution of this complex problem. In other words, it is important to innovate exactly at a place where a real need exists and then to specialize in the solution of this need as well as to stand out with respect to this solution. The authors emphasize that such needs are identified through extensive ethnographic analysis of the bottleneck (for example in the form of intensive interviews with customers who have quit recently). Most important might be that in times of disruptive innovations it becomes important not to address only one problem from one perspective but to choose deliberately a multiperspective and multichannel approach to complex problems. This involves, for example, not only trying to solve the problems of existing customers but to analyze whether there might be new types of future customers that have not come to mind so far. Such an approach is especially important as substitution in the era of digitalization can arise from many sides. The innovation to solve problems identified as bottlenecks is therefore addressed often through the use of creativity techniques (such as the knowledge hub or the design thinking technique (Cravotta et al. 2017; 2018a).
For example, a knowledge hub involves the process of first discussing customers' problems with one group of employees (e.g., sales), while another group (e.g., the developers) is taking notes and writing down possible solutions. In a second step, both groups change and now the sales department listens to the suggested solution. Afterwards there will be a mixed discussion.

The core of design thinking is the attempt to generate a problem-solving and creation process from an interdisciplinary point of view using a defined method (Brown and Wyatt 2010, 31). The approach is based on the insight that typical problems in the economy and society have become so complex that (mono) disciplinary and (mono) causal heuristics are no longer sufficient to arrive at acceptable solutions in a timely manner. A peculiarity with respect to the origin of design thinking from design is that much more than just ideas play a role. Rather, design thinking is about solving particularly fuzzy and complex problems that can therefore be addressed by a variety of ideas (Cravotta et al. 2018a). From a methodological point of view, the design thinking method is based on a change in the observer's perspective and proceeds in six steps (Müller and Thoring 2012, 3):

1. Understanding the problem (*Understand*)
2. Observing the user environment / problem context (*Observe*)
3. Perception from the user / customer / micro-theory of the problem (*Point of view*),
4. Generate ideas with creative techniques (*Ideas*),
5. Create prototypes (*Prototype*), and
6. Improve them (*Test*).

For a simple reason, products resulting from such intensive approaches such as design thinking and knowledge hub related to the spinnovation approach are not in danger of being replaced by simple mass customization, which can be significantly expanded by Industry 4.0: the focus on
one from the beginning complex problem prevents a simple imitation by competitors from taking place. It is not so much the customer and the market, which is kept secret here, as the problem solution, which is hidden because it is personalized. This can be illustrated, in particular, by an example of a consulting service product. A consulting service product is the better accepted the better it can be tailored to the needs of the customer. A product design that uses such a specialized solution instead of a recurring blueprint will be able to address complex special problems of a customer. The challenge, of course, is to have enough standardized components to be able to offer the result of such a process at competitive prices.

4.4. Dimension digital brand management

The changes triggered by digitalization in the form of the increasing (or at least additional) virtualization of the human range of motion creates also a new framework and sets new conditions for brand management in family businesses. The old-fashioned principles that have since been known and observed in brand management such as the credibility and relevance of the brand among consumers and the distinctive character of the brand compared with others – that is, the natural laws of Hermes (Hermes 2008, 284) – are therefore not enough anymore to position the brand of a family firm in the target audience. This becomes transparent when taking into account that together with the arising customer related individualization at the same time a fragmentation of markets arises. The question is then what a brand means when customers are not served by a product any more but rather by an individually tailored complex solution.

To react to digitalization, family businesses need therefore to consider further basic principles that take into account the peculiarities of the virtual space. In particular, this involves the question how in particular German family firms make sure that they are at the same time acting secretly and hidden and are easily and meaningfully found in the world of the internet. Cravotta
et al. (2018b) propose three further basic principles, the so-called three C's (Cravotta et al. 2018b, 3) to solve this problem. A brand must be where the target group is and connect with it in the virtual space (connectivity). This also requires finding hidden champions on the internet. At the same time, the maximization of awareness of the relevant target groups on the one hand and the minimization of awareness among competitors should also be transferred to the digital age. For this purpose, all online and offline based activities or experiences are to be coordinated with each other in the sense of a holistic brand management (complementarity). In particular, it must be ensured that the target group recognizes the outstanding benefits of the solutions offered by the family-owned companies through the interaction of online and offline components, while competitors receive only fragments online and, as a rule, no information offline. Digital brands also become a substitute for orientation and reduce the need for information and protection. Digital brands must therefore be easy to use (complexity reduction).

Above all the importance of an overarching digital brand increases. In an era of n to n relationships in which customers significantly determine which firm they choose and with which firm they identify it is not sufficient to provide a message by the brand that describes the firm. Instead it is rather necessary to extend the meaning of a brand to the entire network in which the family firm operates.

Depending on the strategic goals which are pursued by a family business, various instruments and methods can be used in (digital) brand management. If, for example, the establishment of a targeted brand communication with the customer and/or the promotion of the brand, the company can use tools such as Live Content or influencer marketing. In the context of influencer marketing, a company tries to involve opinion makers and thus people with reputation, influence and reach into their online brand communication. If the family business
tries to create brand loyalty, mass customization and social media marketing can be used. Webdata analytics can be applied to verify whether these activities rendered the impact that was previously intended. A good overview of applicable tools and methods in (digital) brand management is given in the work of Cravotta et al. (2018b).

4.5. Dimension digitalization in production & value creation

A phenomenon that accompanies digitalization in production and the value chain (see also Grottke and Boll 2018) is that there is an increasing intermeshing of functional areas with regard to human co-operation. Increasingly, it is no longer possible to think in functional departments and thus in silos (as would be the case, for example, in a division in the sense of Gutenberg's form, for example, in separate purchasing, production and sales departments). Instead, departments will interact continuously. For example, it is no longer just the individual workplace that is optimized, but teams optimize on a holistic level, teams that are made up of different departments and formed across departments. This results in carving out holistic views on processes and in meshing control loops. The advantage of such holistic views is that there is less danger of missing the needs of the market, because the development department has the perspective of the market right from the beginning. The advantages of such meshing are very easy to illustrate considering that there are in principle many development paths in product development which makes it difficult to sort out the right one. Here, information of the distribution on which development paths might be probably preferred by the customer can lead to a minimization of the risk of undesirable developments. The challenge for family firms is to create the holistic view within teams on the one hand and to adapt the production systems continuously without losing too much flexibility. In a certain way with digital factories what comes in new is the difference between principally unlimited human flexibility and production
system flexibility which is always limited to those options that have been previously thought of.

Furthermore, use of platforms to optimize the value chain can be made. An advantage of family businesses can lie in years of trusting cooperations with their customers and suppliers, which now allows for realizing corresponding efficiency advantages by a partial mutual disclosure of data and thus better responsiveness that allows for realizing e.g. advantages of optimization that becomes possible by making use of artificial intelligence when tracking for product errors during the entire supply chain (Grottke et al. 2016b). It should be noted, however, that the study by Lichtner and Kinkel (2018) so far suggests that family businesses, as a rule, do not disclose data beyond their own company. For example, only 15% in the study use an open IT platform. However, individual cases of such a cooperation with advantages for both partners are listed in the study by Grottke and Boll (2018). A third aspect is that there is an increasing merging of IT and subject domains, which create new cross-training occupations (Olsen 2018).

4.6. Dimension Integration and collaboration

Two other major changing determinants for family businesses are that on the one hand, that speed becomes more important compared to accuracy and quality, and on the other hand, that more and more investments are software-like, with high initial investment and marginal costs close to zero (Anderson 2012).

Both determinants have in common that they push the individual family firm into stronger cooperation relationships. The aforementioned German family firm Rieber, for example, was only able to realize its solution by making use of a network of strategic external partners it had neither known nor worked with before (Purps-Pardigol and Kehren 2018). As a result, speed can only be increased if, on the one hand, the focus is maintained and, on the other hand,
business is passed on to cooperation partners when it arises beyond the own focus which stands in contrast to the beforehand existing “my home, my castle” policy of many family firms in Germany. In addition, marginal costs close to zero suggest that as many users as possible are necessary after having incurred a certain investment, which seems particularly possible if the number of users can be increased by leaps and bounds through cooperation. All this involves a major shift in the attitude of family firms, because this involves that family firms need to become well-known with their solutions rapidly among potential customers instead of keeping them rather known to current customers but secret beyond.

To our knowledge, family businesses, in particular cloud providers, are experimenting with a disclosure of knowledge previously unknown to family businesses for cooperation partners with whom they have already been working for many years. However, there is still a certain reservation against cooperation in the area. Whether the family businesses among companies succeed in realizing the advantages of cooperation will have to be seen. While some firms, particularly in the cloud service area cooperate such as, for example, the German hidden champion Phoenixcontact, others are still reluctant to cooperate.

5. Summary, conclusion and outlook

Summarizing the insights previously outlined in a nutshell, we find that digitalization offers opportunities and challenges for family businesses in general and for German family firms in particular. The challenges are to be seen in the fact that certain aspects of a family business, such as the question of secrecy or dedication of owners need to be changed and rebalanced. No family business can really escape these challenges. The most important message is therefore probably that there are suitable opportunities to set up as a family business with its characteristics to be future-oriented and well-prepared also in the age of digitalization.
In particular in the arising six key dimensions of digitalization it is outlined how German family businesses can respond to the changes driven by digitalization. All six dimensions have in common that they are more of a strategic nature, which must be implemented in a respective family business and which need to be adapted to the individual circumstances prevailing in the respective family business. In addition, implementation also brings structural changes in organizations. As a result, the affected family business must be prepared for long-term changes that also affect day-to-day business. This requires a rethinking not only of the managers of family businesses, but especially of the owner families, because they significantly influence the company's development and are responsible for the stability of their family business (see again Haftlmeier-Seiffert and Cravotta 2018). However, the authors' experience shows that a rethinking of family businesses, whether in Germany or in Europe, sometimes is hindered by hurdles among decision-makers in family firms. The family owners often stick to old solutions; they are more resistant to structural changes and change processes.

However, on the other hand, it might be an important advantage in the upcoming digital transformation for family businesses that most of the ownership is in the hands of a family or a small group of owners. The great opportunity that results from this is precisely that no consideration has to be given to the information needs, fashions and trends of an anonymous capital market (see also Grottke 2011, 295-298). The concomitant freedom to focus solely on the economically and entrepreneurially meaningful represents an excellent prerequisite for the use of the new possibilities of digitalization: "The innovative strength and entrepreneurial thinking of the German middle class [...] are excellent prerequisites [...] for an active driver role in reference to Industry 4.0 [...]." (BMWi 2015, 23).
Advantages, for example, are likely to come from the fact that family businesses, since they are less under pressure to implement available short-term cost-cutting measures in the form of employee lay-offs with available automation options, must focus less on cutting back on employees than on an even greater qualification of these employees and the increase of their productivity with the help of new technical possibilities. This is all the more an opportunity, as it is economically costly to accumulate the necessary factory-specific experience.

Family businesses are also characterized by their close relationships with their customers – they are problem solvers. Especially their customer orientation is certainly another important advantage to find one’s own way through the digitalization wave. Thus, the changes can also be addressed together with the main customers. Customer Co-Creation, Joint product development or the establishments of a joint venture are conceivable examples of how cooperation can be implemented.

Finally, the high level of employee loyalty in family businesses could be seen as an advantage for the implementation of digital business models.

It should be noted as a limitation that in the article only the author’s impressions of the current interaction between family businesses and digitalization, complemented with the scarce existing empirical evidence on digitalization in family firms was reproduced. A limitation hereby remains that no complete description of the effects of digitalization on German family businesses was sought or could have been sought. Moreover, the comparability of the results for family businesses in other countries is limited. However, this opens space for further research and could sharpen the authors’ impressions of the peculiarities and success factors of digital transformation in family businesses in practice. A comparison between German and Spanish family businesses would be inspiring particularly in the early phase of digitalization in
family businesses in which much is unclear yet. So far this has received little attention in international family business research.

Overall, family businesses in Germany remain a highly exciting field of research during and after the digital transformation. In particular the tensions identified in the six chapters that demonstrate that it is not clear yet in which direction family firms should develop provide interesting empirical questions. This is for the example the case with the question to which degree hierarchy will be still typical for family firms or the question to which degree secrecy will be observed in future. It will only be clear in a few years' time whether and which family businesses will have a future after the digital transformation and how they would have to compete or cooperate in the future.
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